Abstract-Apart from files, P2P Networks can be used for sharing non-replicable and reusable (e.g. computational) resources. This paper explains why existing discovery mechanisms have low performance searching for those resources in random power-law degree distributions. While high-degree nodes become more popular, their resources are consumed, resulting into a power-law network topology with no more useful highly connected nodes. To address the problem, we introduce two blind search techniques, Scale-free FloodWalkers (SFFW) and Scale-free Walkers (SFW). The idea behind is that recent requestors have discovered recent providers and will soon release the recently acquired resources. We tested their performance through simulations and a number of experiments. They seem to have stable much higher success rate than flooding or k-walkers in scale-free networks while their cost in messages is one order of magnitude lower than flooding and equal to walkers, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Peer-to-Peer networks have attracted a lot of research interest and support a variety of applications including distributed computational resource sharing. Selfconfiguration of these networks is a substantial prerequisite to ensure applicability. This paper introduces two algorithms for searching nonreplicable reusable resources over P2P overlays. Computational resources (CPU, storage, services etc…) in principle can only exist in a single copy and portions of them can be used by only a single task at a time. After the task's termination the used portion becomes available to other tasks.
According to Holt [1] reusable resources are those that allow exclusive only access (no more than one user at a time can access them). A critical feature of those resources is their intermittent behaviour since no replicas can be produced and their availability is affected by each task using them. In some systems, they may be represented as a set of non-replicable and reusable chunks that move from node to node as they are used by tasks. The more requests for a specific resource in a network and the shorter the lifetime of the tasks that are using it, the more mobile behaviour its chunks have. Therefore, these resources' availability is constrained by its failure, uniqueness, exclusive usage and possible mobility.
Many real world systems [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] exhibit powerlaw degree distributions building scale-free networks. Their main characteristic is that very few nodes have many neighbours (high degree nodes) while the majority of the nodes have a small neighbourhood. As [2] proved, preferential attachment (the probability a node to link to another one is proportional to the latter's degree) can transform a random uniform network to a scale-free one. It is a technique explicitly or implicitly used by many networks [6] .
Preferential attachment on networks with non-replicable reusable resources may severely deteriorate the efficiency of the deployed search mechanism, if it is not designed to cope with such resources. A good provider (node with plenty of resources) attracts many links. The more links are attracted the faster its resources are consumed. The problem emerges when the search technique forwards the queries primarily to high-degree nodes, assuming that they will always be good providers. This may create few high-degree nodes with few or no resources. Thus, the focus of this work is on the design of a searching mechanism that achieves good performance despite the non-replicability and reusability of resources and the network's power-law degree distribution.
The two introduced mechanisms, Scale-free FloodWalkers and Scale-free Walkers, are based on the idea that older queries from other requestors may have discovered providers and resources. These providers may still have available resources and the discovered resources these nodes currently use may soon be released. The older the requestor the more unpredictable his own and his neighbours' status is.
The following sections present the work done on this or related topics, the description of the two proposed algorithms and an evaluation of their performance compared to flooding and k-walkers.
II. RELATED WORK
Existing P2P topologies and search strategies use different approaches to tackle discovery efficiency and latency. Most of them are based on the replication of the resources or on the well-defined overlay structure. These overlays can be either structured or unstructured depending on whether content is placed at specified locations or randomly (respectively) within the network [7] . Structured P2P networks (CAN, Pastry, Tapestry, Chord, Kademlia and Viceroy) [8] assign a key to every resource and map each tuple {key, resource} onto a specified peer. The organisation of the peers is flat; that is all peers are equally important and have the same amount of responsibilities within the network. Given a key, the re-source discovery is efficient but a copy or pointer to the resource needs to be located at the peer responsible for that key. They are well-studied topologies and provide guarantees of discovery if the requested resource is available in the network. However, latency becomes a considerable problem in case of large networks (huge number of nodes) since each query is routed to the next intermediate peers as far as possible producing long-distance network traffic and delays. Low-capacity peers can introduce further delays since they can easily become overloaded even if they don't process the query but just forward it. Query routing is based on simple keys and thus structured P2P overlays do not support complicated queries.
Unstructured P2P overlays organise the peers in a random flat or hierarchical graph which is decoupled from the location of the resources. Replication methods may increase the availability of a resource within the network by copying the same resource to several places [9] . Popular discovery mechanisms that are used in various random networks are the flooding, breadth-first search (BFS) [10] and random walkers [11] . These blind techniques do not use any information to navigate the network but randomly choose the next target nodes. They are in general fault-resilient but do not guarantee discovery even though the requested resource may exist in the network. They usually produce large number of messages and/or experience high latencies in resource discovery [12] .
Instead of randomly choosing the next destinations, a query may be forwarded to a node's neighbours that are likely to provide an answer either themselves or via them (informed search techniques [10] , [12] ). They require centralized or distributed repositories of hints or accurate network status that a query may use to access more promising nodes. These mechanisms drive a query faster to the target node, usually require frequent updates of the distributed information and cannot efficiently cope with nodes' high failure rates [12] . Therefore, they are practically unsuitable for searching so intermittent resources such as the ones this study focuses on.
Power-law networks have short average path length [2] and allow logarithmic search efficiency [13] . As argued in [14] , search techniques can be even more efficient (twice logarithmic) in scale-free networks. Though these networks have good resilience on node failures and attacks [16] , a combined attack to selected high degree nodes may negatively affect the search efficiency or even fragment the network [15] .
LV et.al. in [11] claim that random walkers quickly reach high-degree nodes in power-law networks but have poor efficiency in rare resources and therefore the node degree should be ignored in query forwarding. Replication methods could alleviate the situation but in the current study this is not applicable. Adamic et.al. [17] proposed an algorithm based on random walkers. At each step of the walker, all the current node's neighbours are visited and if no success the walker goes to the one with the highest degree. This process stops after Time-to-Live (TTL) steps.
Fraigniaud, Gauron and Latapy [18] focused on developing an algorithm to exploit the power law degree distribution properties quickly locating the high-degree nodes. It is a modified DFS which first forwards the queries to neighbours with the highest degree. When a certain number of steps are completed, the query backtracks to visit the second highest degree neighbour. For every change of a node's degree all its neighbours have to be notified thus increasing the maintenance cost. Backtracking introduces high latencies in search mechanisms cancelling the advantage of short average path length of scale-free networks.
Adamic et.al. [17] also claimed that searching mechanisms in scale-free networks should give preference to high-degree nodes when forwarding a query. However, this assumes that the resources are replicable, not reusable and that always reside at the same node. This assumption is also used by QRE algorithm [18] but is not the case with the resources on which this work focuses.
Finally, Mihail et.al. in [19] formalised the randomwalker with lookahead discovery mechanism on power-law networks. At every step of the walker all the neighbours of the current node are checked for the requested resource and their own degree. Only the one with the highest degree then forwards the query. This mechanism directs the queries to the highest degree nodes in the network but introduces high latency, too. Moreover, it assumes that the requested resource is in those nodes; that is not the case with reusable non-replicable resources which may move around the network.
III. SCALABLE SEARCHING OF REUSABLE RESOURCES
It is common knowledge between a scale-free network's nodes, where the high-degree ones are located. The main concept behind the proposed algorithm is that a query forwarded to recent requestors can quickly locate the good providers. Using prior knowledge collected by other nodes, one can improve the success of his queries.
Moving a non-replicable resource from a provider to a recent requestor is an indication that it should be sought to the requestor rather than provider. Queries should be reluctant to visit old providers since they may have no available resources; high-degree nodes are not always a panacea.
Following the principles above, the proposed search mechanisms are the Scale-free (SF) FloodWalkers and Scale-free (SF) Walkers. While SF-FloodWalkers start as walkers, at each step copies of the query are forwarded to a portion of recent requestors which in turn broadcast it to their immediate outbound neighbours only. SF-Walkers instead of choosing one random outbound neighbour, they choose the most recent either outbound or inbound neighbour.
A. Scale-free FloodWalkers
Scale-free FloodWalkers (SFFW) algorithm is a blind search algorithm. Every node in the network has a fixedsize M Outbound Neighbour List (ONL) of providers and a variable-size Inbound Neighbour List (INL) of requestors. The query originator node starts k-walkers selecting k random neighbours from its ONL. Each walker travels from his originator via intermediate nodes (intermediaries) and terminates when either discovering a response provider or after TTL steps away from his source. The aim of the algorithm is the efficiency and not the recall (number of responses over the total number of available resources in the network).
The pseudo code of Fig. 1 gives more details about the algorithm that operates in each node. The intermediaries use one random neighbour of their ONL to forward the walker to. If they are located at most TTL-2 steps away from query originator, they use random W of the most recent inbound neighbours from INL (branch-intermediaries) to forward the same query to. The branch-intermediaries either respond or again broadcast the query with unitary TTL to all their outbound neighbours. Therefore the query can be either of type normal, forwarded as walker, or branch, forwarded via branch-intermediaries.
The query's broadcasting from branch intermediaries to their whole ONL is the feature of the algorithm that uses exactly the knowledge collected from their own recent queries thus helping to quickly locate the recent providers. Given the fixed size of this list, the high-degree nodes are prevented from broadcasting to a big portion of the network. The walkers hop from node to node using their ONLs. This works as the mechanism for discovering providers and via them new requestors .
Each node's INL may contain many links, even inactive ones which can be used by a bigger W. Re-linking process happens as requestors discover new providers thus making incoming links to old providers inactive. Practically, INL has a maximum number of entries which are updated in a first-in-first-out mode.
B. Scale-free Walkers
Following the same principle as in Scale-free FloodWalkers, k-Walkers can be modified to occasionally access intermediaries' recent requestors. Though SFFW uses one hop broadcasting, the traffic it produces may be comparable to flooding if the TTL is low. SFW tries to tackle this problem. Fig. 2 presents the pseudocode of this algorithm.
Initially, a random subset from the query originator's ONL is selected to send the query to, but all intermediaries have to choose one neighbour, the most recently added to either ONL or INL. Each walker stops when a response is found or TTL nodes are already visited.
Assuming that the requestor has discovered more providers with its latest search, the query, targeting the most recent requestor, hopes to discover recent providers. If, in the meantime, the state of the requestor has changed to a provider, then it would also be beneficial for the query.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATION
Final phase of the proposed algorithms description is their performance evaluation. An appropriate simulator written in Matlab was developed and a carefully designed set of experiments gave useful results as presented in the following sections. The evaluation metrics used are the success rate and the number of messages produced based on which they are compared against flooding and k-walkers.
C. Experiments Setup
As stated in the introduction and related work, important characteristic of scale-free networks is the preferential attachment. Though the two simulated networks have fixed size (1000 and 5000 nodes), a rewiring technique is introduced based on which a node inserts in its outbound neighbour list every received answer's originator rejecting a random entry, if it is not already present.
Initially, every node has five random outbound neighbours. The whole network has up to 1000 different resource keys whose frequency follows a Normal Distribution with (mean, standard deviation)=(500,200). That is, the keys around 500 are more frequent than the others. The number of keys per node also follows a Normal Distribution with (mean, standard deviation)=(50,30); most of the nodes have 50 resources.
Each resource is described by one key only and no node can have two resources with the same key. The resources once discovered are moved from node to node but not rep- 
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(both n and m cannot be the originator or the walker's previous visited node) forward q to the most recent node between n, m; } } Fig. 2 Pseudocode of the Scale-free Walkers mechanism licated. The environments are simulated for 100 iterations each. Each query starts from a random node; thus, each node may produce from zero to more than one query.
The size of the ONL per node is equal to 5 and all the simulated walkers-based search mechanisms start with three walkers. SF-FloodWalkers have a fixed W=2.
Keeping the environment features the same and changing the network size, we simulate the low and high load environments. In small network, the queries can locate easier distant providers since the TTL is the same and thus more re-linking actions are taken speeding up the conversion of the network to a power-law one.
D. Results and Evaluation
Applying the networks configuration above, running the simulations and measuring the metrics, we got the following results.
The first set of graphs, Fig. 3 , refers to the success rate on the 5000-node network. While the left y-axis represents the number of successful queries per iteration the right one is the total new queries produced, forwarded and processed per iteration (gray dashed line). The left diagram is about flooding and walkers whereas the right one about the two proposed algorithms. The same graphs for the 1000-node network are shown in Fig. 4 .
On both networks, flooding achieves a 100% success rate for the first few iterations and then goes rapidly down to almost 0%. A similar smoother phenomenon happens to the small network with the 3-walkers. This is due to the rewiring which forces many nodes to link with the big providers. The initial configuration of the networks had a Normal Distribution of resources over nodes. That means that very few had too many resources and therefore were high providers. As long as a node has resources it attracts more links while keeping its outbound neighbour list relatively outdated transforming high providers to high-degree nodes. Given the fixed size of outbound neighbour lists most of the nodes in the network start pointing to high providers gradually converting the network to a scale-free one.
Though this phenomenon shortens the average path length between two nodes, it also increases the number of low connectivity nodes and the probability these paths to pass through high providers. As the low-degree nodes become more they tend to produce the majority of the queries moving the resources from high providers to low-degree nodes which again point to high-degree ones. Further queries are forwarded to high-degree nodes which do not have any resources and have a small outbound neighbour list.
The topology is altered in a way that the resources are moved from few high-providers to many small ones between which the links are lost.
The more answers received the faster the rewiring is and thus quicker the drop of the success rate. The walkers in the small network manage to visit a bigger portion of the good providers compared to the big network speeding up the transformation of the network into a scale-free one. For the beginning of the experiments, 3-walkers have better performance since they exploit the initial randomness of the network whereas SF-Walkers force some queries to hop from requestor to requestor though they may have not yet acquired a good portion of resources from good providers. Both SF-FloodWalkers and SF-Walkers achieve a stable success rate throughout the experiments since they use a node's most recent requestors. Instead of preventing the formation of a scale-free network, they use the recent requestors of high-degree nodes to locate moved resources.
The diagrams of Fig. 5 show the number of messages spent in the two networks in logarithmic scale. Each node generates 3 Walkers or SF-Walkers for every query and with a TTL=4, the messages produced are close to one order of magnitude more than the number of queries. SFFloodWalkers technique generates around 90 messages which, adding the number of query hits, are one order of magnitude more than Walkers and SF-Walkers. Given its walkers-based forwarding, the fixed W and the fixed branch intermediaries' ONL size the cost of SF-FloodWalkers increases linearly. Finally, Flooding produces 780 messages and adding the query hits, the cost becomes almost 10 times bigger than SF-FloodWalkers.
As a proof of concept, Fig. 6 presents the 5000-node network's incoming degree distribution. The more nodes have the same incoming degree the darker is the colour around this degree on that specific iteration. If the colour of a point in a contour graph determined by an iteration and a number of incoming links is e.g. very light gray, it means that less than 20 (not necessarily 0) nodes have that degree in that iteration.
While in all situations, initial network's degree follows a Poisson distribution, the simulated discovery mechanisms seem to gradually convert it to a Power-Law one. The more nodes a query accesses the faster this conversion is. Flooding quickly converts the network to a scale-free one since the vast majority of the nodes have less than 3 incoming links after 30 th iteration. Note that the very light gray colour does not necessarily mean no incoming links. Walkers, producing less query hits than flooding, cause smoother conversion to power-law distribution. Flooding and Walkers seem to raise a number of scaling issues in so dynamic environments such as networks of non-replicable reusable resources. Though SF-FloodWalkers and SF-Walkers do not prevent this conversion, they achieve an almost stable success rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper identifies the key characteristics of nonreplicable and reusable resources that are useful to the design of an efficient searching algorithm on unstructured P2P power-law networks. Their intermittent behaviour is due not only to failures; there can be only a single instance of each resource in the network and only one task at a time can use either a portion or the whole of it. Though, physically, the resource may exists it may not be available.
Nodes in scale-free networks have the tendency to link to high-degree ones thus making the latter's shared resources more and more requested. If these resources are non-replicable and reusable, their availability falls quickly. To face this issue, two blind searching algorithms are proposed based on the idea that recent requestors have discov- ered recent providers and resources. SF-FloodWalkers is a combination of flooding and walkers whereas the SFWalkers is modified k-walkers. Instead of using the outbound neighbour list only, a query may also be forwarded to recent requestors accessing via them recent providers and recently released resources. A number of experiments comparing these mechanisms with flooding and k-walkers have shown that they can achieve almost stable success rate despite the power-law degree distribution. Their performance becomes much better than both flooding and walkers when the resources in high-degree nodes are consumed. These achievements come with a linear cost for both with SF-FloodWalkers producing 10 times more messages than SF-Walkers or walkers.
Ongoing research focuses on deploying the algorithms on evolving scale-free networks. Their parameters (k, W and TTL) need dynamic modification and not preset values. All of them can be used to keep the number of messages and latency as small as possible but preserving its success rate. Formal analysis of their properties will help on the identification of the conditions under which their performance improves. Finally, further comparisons with other blind techniques are important to evaluate their applicability.
